Greetings Model Builders and Collectors!

2012 has been our best year yet in model kits and we’ve got you to thank for our continued growth. You’ll see it get even better with the release of more than 75 model kits in 2013!

In early 2012, Round 2 acquired all the existing tooling for AMT®, MPC® and Polar Lights® kits. The purchase included hundreds of kit tools and an archive of reference materials. The purchase puts Round 2 in a great position to provide you with many of the kits that have only, until now, been available at high prices on the collector market. We will have many great “long lost” kits to produce, well into the future.

This Fall, we will have completed a long and fantastic journey to create the ultimate sci-fi model kit – Star Trek®’s Collector market. We will have many great “long lost” kits to produce, well into the future. Included hundreds of kit tools and an archive of reference materials. The purchase puts Round 2 in a great new retro styled box art! Our line of Showroom Replicas® kits continues to expand with the Camaro™ ZL-1 in popular categories. Be sure to take a look at the ’49 Mercury Club Coupe and the 1967 Shelby® GT 500 with all our model kit line. The Kats at AMT and MPC have been busy. Classic cars have always been one of our most popular categories. Be sure to look at the ’49 Mercury Club Coupe and the 1967 Shelby® GT 500 with all our model kit line. The Kats at AMT and MPC have been busy. Classic cars have always been one of our most popular categories.

While paging through this catalog you’ll see new areas and genres that increase the diversity and age range of graphics and a colored parachute. Many of our kits are being reissued in such a way that we can add extra components and items of value that will delight you, our customer. You’ll see a sticker right on the box, telling you it’s a Retro Deluxe™ kit. These vintage reissues feature some or all of the following bonus items – restored original parts, expanded decals, optional tinted windows, pad-printed tires, mini-display boxes and so much more. Our Original Art Series features a bonus print produced from the vintage artwork in AMT’s historical archives. They’re suitable for framing! Still, we’re always looking for ways to bring you more. A great example is the work we did with the archivist at the Studebaker Museum here in South Bend, Indiana, to create a 16-page one-of-a-kind bonus photo booklet that we added to our Avanti kit release.

What else is “up” you say? Back in the 1970s, MPC developed and manufactured a line of Rockets. These were not static models, but flying model rockets that shot into the air and floated back to earth. And now, they’re back! MPC is introducing a new line of licensed KISS® and Star Trek rockets this year. They will have full color graphics and a colored parachute.

Not forgetting those of you who also like to race slot cars, check out our Slot Stars line. These are kits made from all-new, modern tooling. They’re geared towards less-experienced modelers, Snap-it kits offer builders easy one-step assembly and come injected in color. Sometimes it’s hard to paint the intricate details on certain models. Glue ‘n Go is the answer! Every part in a Glue ‘n Go kit is fully pre-painted. All you need to do is cement the parts together and enjoy the beautiful result. We’ve taken some of our most exciting models and have given them the Glue ‘n Go treatment, for those who want to build more in less time.

Thank you again for all the support you’ve given our brands. We are always listening to what you have to say and we hope you agree that the future of AMT, MPC and Polar Lights is a bright light in the industry.

Happy modeling,

Thomas Lowe
President & CEO
Round 2, LLC.
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Retro Deluxe items are the ultimate vintage kit reissue! They feature some or all of the following: value-added premiums: restored or retooled vintage parts, expanded decal sheets, additional tinted windows, pad-printed tires, mini-display boxes, mini reproduction blueprints and promotional materials, stickers, and best of all, irresistible original or retro-styled packaging!

1 Run of Fun kits are special interest genre items selected for reissue. They’ll be produced ONE time, in a very limited quantity, so get them while you can! Once they’re gone, they’re gone. Don’t miss out!

1 Run of Fun kits are special interest genre items selected for reissue. They’ll be produced ONE time, in a very limited quantity, so get them while you can! Once they’re gone, they’re gone. Don’t miss out!

This icon indicates a great new release arriving late 2012, or the first half of 2013.

This icon indicates that some or all of the parts in the kit come injected in glow in the dark plastic.

This icon indicates the work we did with the archivist at the Studebaker Museum here in South Bend, Indiana, to create a 16-page one-of-a-kind bonus photo booklet that we added to our Avanti kit release.

Sometimes it’s hard to paint the intricate details on certain models. Glue ‘n Go is the answer! Every part in a Glue ‘n Go kit is fully pre-painted. All you need to do is cement the parts together and enjoy the beautiful result. We’ve taken some of our most exciting models and have given them the Glue ‘n Go treatment, for those who want to build more in less time.

This icon indicates some or all of the parts in the kit come injected in glow in the dark plastic.

This icon indicates a great new release arriving late 2012, or the first half of 2013.

Sometimes it’s hard to paint the intricate details on certain models. Glue ‘n Go is the answer! Every part in a Glue ‘n Go kit is fully pre-painted. All you need to do is cement the parts together and enjoy the beautiful result. We’ve taken some of our most exciting models and have given them the Glue ‘n Go treatment, for those who want to build more in less time.

This icon indicates some or all of the parts in the kit come injected in glow in the dark plastic.
U.S.S. Enterprise™ NCC-1701
1:350 Scale

There may be no other space ship as widely recognized as the original Starship Enterprise™ from the classic Star Trek television show. This brand new large scale kit features every detail the discerning modeler expects, including a detailed interior bridge, shuttle bay and shuttlecraft. The windows are included in dark tint, white and clear options. The final constructed ship measures a full 32” long and is engineered for ease of assembly. This landmark release, including its comprehensive decal sheet reproducing all of the ship’s fine markings, was developed in conjunction with Star Trek historians and is based on the original filming model. It is the most accurate replica of the original Starship Enterprise™ ever produced.

U.S.S. Enterprise™ NCC-1701
AMT660 · Skill level 2
1:2500 Scale · Snap Kit

U.S.S. Enterprise™ NCC-1701-C
AMT661 · Skill level 2
1:2500 Scale · Snap Kit

U.S.S. Enterprise™ NCC-1701-D
AMT662 · Skill level 2
1:2500 Scale · Snap Kit

U.S.S. Enterprise™ NCC-1701-E
AMT663 · Skill level 2
1:2500 Scale · Snap Kit
2 pc. Adversary Set  
Two alien species are represented in this 2 kit adversary set, the Klingon Bird-of-Prey and the Ferengi Marauder. These mini kits are simple and easy for beginner modelers to assemble while supplying the detail more experienced modelers expect.

K-7 Space Station  
The K-7 Space Station is where viewers first met the curious furry creatures known as Tribbles in the Star Trek: The Original Series episode “The Trouble with Tribbles.” This kit, originally released in the 1970s, includes an mini U.S.S. Enterprise™ and all new marking decals to recreate the classic Federation outpost.

Romulan™ Warbird  
With peace established with the Klingon species, the Romulans became the Federation’s greatest rival and their flagship spacecraft would be the Romulan Warbird. This release of the popular enemy ship features a dome base, window decals, and glow in the dark engine options.

Klingon™ Bird-of-Prey  
One of the U.S.S. Enterprise’s most lethal rivals is finally offered the way it was meant to be. Modelers can change alternate parts to pose the ship in one of three positions- cruise mode, attack mode or in a NEW landed pose. The release includes NEW landing gear parts.
Pilgrim Observer
Space Station
This is the spacecraft from the future as seen through the eyes of the seventies, the result of America’s space authorities best thinking on the nation’s first interplanetary space station. The Pilgrim Observer is a complete, self-sustaining community space station, able to make deep probes to far-reaching planets, able to carry twelve crew and passengers and their supplies, able to send out and receive an E.B.A. space taxi and an Apollo module, and able to maintain itself and its passengers for extended periods of time.

Man in Space
Five of the most historic space missions in the history of the United States are showcased in one great kit. The Mercury Redstone made Alan Shepard the first American in space. The Mercury Redstone carried Alan Shepard around the world. The Gemini Titan II delivered Ed White into orbit to perform the first spacewalk. The Saturn 1B paved the way to the moon by hoisting the then experimental Apollo missions into space. Last but not least, the Saturn V rocket delivered several missions into space which ventured further on, landing Apollo on the moon. Set includes an illustrated backdrop setting the scene of the launch gantry.

Accessories
Every model builder needs the right tools to create that perfect build. These accessories reduce the complexity when taking our models to the next level. Decals sheets and sets eliminate the need for paint masks and other tedious detailing tasks and allow modelers to create ships with alternate names and call signs. Accessory packs supply optional parts to create various versions of the Enterprise and add deluxe features like lights and detailed photoetch parts. Our new universal base allows any spaceship or aircraft to be displayed proudly.

SCI-FI ACCESSORIES

U.S.S. Enterprise® Supplemental Parts Pack
MKA004/06 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise® Light Kit
MKA001/06 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise® Photoetch Sheet
MKA009/12 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise® Registry Decals
MKA010/12 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise® Supplemental Decal Sheet
MKA002/12 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise® Weathering Decals
MKA005/12 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

Universal Dome Base
MKA006/12

Large Dome Base
MKA011/12

Pilgrim Observer

Forbidden Planet C-57D Starcrusier
POL895/12 · Skill level 3
1:144 Scale · Glue Kit

U.S.S. Enterprise™ Refit
POL880/12

U.S.S. Enterprise™ Refit
Supplemental Parts Pack
MKA004/06 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · Glue Kit · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise™ Refit
Light Kit
MKA001/06 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise™ Refit
Photoetch Sheet
MKA009/12 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise™ Refit
Registry Decals
MKA010/12 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise™ Refit
Supplemental Decal Set
MKA002/12 · 1:1000 Scale

U.S.S. Enterprise® Weathering Decals
MKA005/12 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise® Registry Decals
MKA010/12 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise® Supplemental Parts Pack
MKA004/06 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise® Light Kit
MKA001/06 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise® Photoetch Sheet
MKA009/12 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

U.S.S. Enterprise® Registry Decals
MKA010/12 · Skill level 3
1:350 Scale · For use with POL880

Universal Dome Base
MKA006/12

Large Dome Base
MKA011/12
KISS® Destroyer

KISS® Destroyer figures are perfect for rock and roll fans, collectors, and model figure kit enthusiasts! The Destroyer album artwork is brought to life in this model kit, featuring the Starchild, Demon, Spaceman, and Catman figures. The models include pre-painted parts that assemble quickly and accurately, resembling the iconic rock band poses seen on the album cover. The Destroyer album artwork is faithfully reproduced on the base, and the figures include a choice of two heads for each member of the band, allowing builders to choose their preferred poses. The Destroyer album artwork is also included as a fun and creative backdrop for the model. Each model kit includes a detailed base, and the figures stand nearly a foot tall.

Yellow Submarine™

Yellow Submarine™ model kits bring the classic 1968 animated feature to life! The Fab Four appear in pre-painted form in these highly detailed kits. The models include pre-painted parts and come unassembled, but all the parts are easily assembled. Each kit comes with two separate heads for the band members, allowing builders to choose their preferred poses. The models include a choice of two heads for each member of the band, allowing builders to create their own unique poses. The models are 1:8 scale and include a glue kit. Each model kit comes with instructions and colorful graphics. The models are ideal for rock and roll fans, collectors, and model figure kit enthusiasts.

Wolverine™

Wolverine™ is one of Marvel Comics' most popular superheroes, and Polar Lights has brought him to life in this plastic snap together model kit. The kit features highly detailed figure, detailed scene base, and two face sculpts for the builder's choice of expression. The kit is 1:8 scale and includes a glue kit. The model is perfect for Marvel Comics fans, collectors, and model figure kit enthusiasts.
After more than 40 years, one of the most recognized cars in television history, the iconic 1966 TV Batmobile, has been produced by Polar Lights® as a 1/25 scale model kit. This landmark deluxe edition features two engine and chassis options. Choose from the conventional “filming model” 429 motor and authentic chassis, or a fantasy turbine engine with matching chassis! A special sheet of photo-etched parts is included to add incredible detail throughout, for the ultimate replica. Removable hood and trunk show off the engine bay and mobile crime computer.

Large Scale General Lee Dodge Charger
Bigger is better! The large scale General Lee Dodge Charger from the television show The Dukes of Hazzard™ is back by popular demand! This 1/16 scale kit from MPC® is super-detailed and includes steerable front wheels, ignition and motor plumbing lines, hollow vinyl tires, removable hood and all the markings that make the General Lee a pop culture classic.
Dark Shadows Collectors Edition

A kit to die for! From the classic 1960’s daytime gothic television series Dark Shadows, Barnabas Collins and the Werewolf return together in this collector’s edition two-pack model kit - created from the original tooling after 40 years out of production. Each figure assembles to over 8” tall and comes with jointed arms and legs so you can pose them how you want. Barnabas includes classic details like his onyx signet ring and silver wolf’s head cane. Werewolf sports detailed facial hair, fangs, claws and a ribbed shirt. Glow-in-the-dark parts, alternative resin heads and a bunch of creepy vermin give you multiple display options.

Barnabas Vampire Van
MPC763/12 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

Barnabas the Vampire
MPC762/12 · Skill level 2
1:8 Scale · Glue Kit

The Werewolf
MPC759/12 · Skill level 2
1:8 Scale · Glue Kit

Green Hornet’s Black Beauty
POL876/12 · Skill level 2
1:32 Scale · Glue Kit

1972 Nova ‘Beverly Hills Cop’
AMT836/12 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

The Three Stooges

It’s the Three Stooges making the gag scene in their ’40 Ford Sedan Delivery! The kit can be built in stock or custom versions with motor and wheel options. It includes a comprehensive decal sheet with fun logos from several Stooges episodes including Hook, Line & Sinker, Zero Ice & Coal Co., Brighto and more!

AMT791/12 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

1974 Plymouth® Road Runner Tin

Special edition of the popular 70s muscle car kit, packaged in a collectable large-format tin. Multiple decal striping options in 3 colors. Includes fun bonus: a 4” tall pre-painted Road Runner figure. Beep! Beep!

AMT755/12 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

Ghostbusters™ Ecto-1
AMT750/06 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

1940 FORD SEDAN DELIVERY
1:25 SCALE MODEL KIT

<1972 Nova>
TV/MOVIE CARS • AUTO SNAP KITS

1415

TV/MOVIE CARS • AUTO SNAP KITS

1968 Plymouth® “Christine”

The 1983 movie poster proclaimed: She was born bad. Plain and simple. Somewhere deep on a darkened assembly line, Christine, a ’58 Plymouth possessed. She’s taken control of her owner and the previous victim is not alive to warn him. AMT’s 1/25 kit features modern tooling with super-detailed chassis, motor and interior assemblies. It’s got vinyl tires with whitewall inserts and a sheet full of optional decals. Build your very own Christine... you’ll swear it’s alive!

Snap It Kits

Snap It kits are geared towards young or less experienced modelers. They are Skill Level 1 models, ages 8 & up, featuring parts molded in multiple colors for easy snap together assembly without the need for paint or glue. Many Snap It kits include peel and apply sticker sheets for a quick and fun way to add colorful graphics to the finished model.

Munsters Living Room™

Herman, Grandpa and Eddie with “Woof, Woof” the werewolf teddy bear are included along with all parts to create the Munster’s Living Room scene. This includes Lily’s casket-shaped chair, Herman’s electric chair recliner, TV set with “rabbit-ears” antennae, fireplace, rafters for Grandpa and his pet bat to hang from and various rats. In opaque plastic with optional glow-in-the-dark parts.

1415

1415

1415

1415

1415

1415

1415

1415
Chevy® Camaro® SS/RS Coupe

Here’s AMT’s Showroom Replicas 2010 Camaro® Coupe all decked out in the patriotic stars and stripes as seen on Everett Jasmer’s famous USA-1 Monster Truck! Featuring easy construction and superb parts fit, this all American muscle car features a big full color decal sheet, chrome wheels and more!

Showroom Replicas Series

AMT’s Showroom Replicas series focuses on modern muscle cars with glue-together kits that are simplified in assembly, yet deliver striking results. To lower parts count and complexity, Showroom kits have motor detail engraved as part of the chassis plate which reduces construction time. Sometimes called “curbside” kits, Showroom Replicas are perfect for beginners or seasoned modelers looking for a fun project.

Chevy® Corvette® Pace Car

America’s premiere sports car returns in a 2008 Pace Car version. All the sleek lines and visual appeal you expect from the Corvette® combined with intimate Chevrolet® details make this a kit you’ll cherish. Pace Car decaling make it a one-of-a-kind.

visit us at www.round2models.com
2012 Corvette® Coupe & Convertible

AMT’s Showroom Replicas® series presents the Vette Magazine 2012 Coupe & Convertible double kit! Build two complete models from this special issue, with packaging designed to look like a cover of an issue of Vette magazine! Both models feature chrome wheels, superb parts fit and decal sheets with authentic markings. Also included is a special bonus: a collectable 30” x 10” panoramic poster of the 1:1 Vettes!

1970 ½ Chevy® Camaro Z28®
Continually a top seller, AMT’s ‘70 Z/28 kit is produced from modern era tooling. It features a fully detailed chassis, motor, suspension and “build-up” style interior that makes it easier to detail the inside door panels. Factory 5-spoke wheels give a tough appearance. Decal sheet includes multiple stripe color options and more.

visit us at www.round2models.com
• Packaging Art Features Direct Reproduction of Original AMT® Paintings
• Large Bonus Print Included - Suitable For Framing

Original Art Series - Gene Winfield
1940 Ford Sedan Delivery
AMT presents a recreation of the kit depicting Gene Winfield’s wild yellow custom shop truck. All original parts have been restored including the optional “nerf” bumpers, Keystone mag wheels, drag fuel tank, engine stand and more! A complete custom Buick™ motor is included as an option, along with pad printed drag slicks and a recreation of the original decal sheet featuring mind-blowing multi-colored panel decals! Original Art print, suitable for framing also included!

 effortlessly

AMT768/12 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

1975 AMC Gremlin
AMT769/12 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

'76 AMC Gremlin
AMT770/12 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

Buick® Opel™ GT
AMT799/12 · Molded in White
AMT800/12 · Molded in Clear
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit · Skill level 2

NHRA Vintage Tommy Grove
POL852/12 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

Carl Casper Young American Dragster
MPC740/52 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

NHRA Vintage Candies & Hughes Barreaud
POL853/12 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

Legends of the Quarter Mile™
Legends of the Quarter Mile kits replicate the most popular vintage drag racing subjects ever to rocket down the quarter mile. These were the cars and the drivers that bravely drove in head-to-head competition and set the stage for today’s NHRA. Dragsters, funny cars and gassers are all featured in this exciting program.

These 1:25 scale kits feature cars that sported names like Bounty Hunter, The Super Judge, Young American, Tommy Grove and Candies & Hughes. Each Legends of the Quarter Mile kit includes feature vintage packaging art, pad printed drag slicks, big full color decal sheets, authentic details and more.

Carl Casper Young American Dragster

NHRA Vintage Candies & Hughes Barreaud

MPC786/12 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit

669x643

Legends of the Quarter Mile kits replicate the most popular vintage drag racing subjects ever to rocket down the quarter mile. These were the cars and the drivers that bravely drove in head-to-head competition and set the stage for today’s NHRA. Dragsters, funny cars and gassers are all featured in this exciting program.

These 1:25 scale kits feature cars that sported names like Bounty Hunter, The Super Judge, Young American, Tommy Grove and Candies & Hughes. Each Legends of the Quarter Mile kit includes feature vintage packaging art, pad printed drag slicks, big full color decal sheets, authentic details and more.

Carl Casper Young American Dragster

NHRA Vintage Candies & Hughes Barreaud

MPC786/12 · Skill level 2
1:25 Scale · Glue Kit
Richard Petty NASCAR

Richard Petty NASCAR is known to many simply as “The King.” Petty won a record number 200 career races and seven NASCAR Cup championships during his illustrious career. Petty drove nearly every manufacturer's car during his career. The Torino Talladega was raced before an extended stretch at Plymouth and later Dodge. The 1:25 scale kit features detailed decals and much more. The 1:16 scale 1973 Charger kit sports the STP/Petty Blue paint scheme and is packed with detail.

1971 Mercury Cyclone NASCAR Donnie Allison

Released by MPC as part of the Stock Car Series, the 1:25 scale Donnie Allison 1971 Mercury Cyclone “Punisher” NASCAR sports a 427 Engine with NASCAR Air Filter, Oil Breathers and Valve Cover. The #21 includes additional details like authentic decals, Goodyear tires, roll cage and a racing bucket and fire extinguisher.

Double Dragster

A “Trophy Series” original from AMT®, this value-filled kit is double the pleasure! It includes parts to build two complete vintage dragsters: a potent flat and a dynamic digger with many building options. All parts and decals from the original 1962 release are included and it comes packaged in the unmistakable classic box art that modellers remember and love.

1963 Studebaker Avanti

Celebrating the 50th Anniversary of Studebaker's most historic and unique design, AMT® has released its classic '63 Avanti kit. Featuring opening doors, steerable wheels and loads of optional parts, this kit builds into a beautiful replica that can be displayed proudly. Pad printed tires and original decal artwork along with a special 16-page full color bonus booklet featuring rare photos of the Avanti's development and history make this value-packed kit irresistible!

Shelby® Cobra 289 Roadster

AMT's classic Shelby Cobra kit is presented in its most unique and desirable vintage 1965 edition. Featuring custom and racing parts found only in this issue, the kit includes pad printed drag slicks, fuel tank, custom Halibrand wheels and for the first time ever, real metal injector stacks for the wild injected drag motor! Original King Cobra decals included!
Retro Deluxe Model Kits

Retro Deluxe model kits are the ultimate vintage kit reissues! They include some bonus features that modelers love like restored parts, expanded decal sheets, pad-printed tires and much more. All in original or retro-style packaging!

25' Ford Model T 2-in-1 Kit

AMT®’s classic 1925 Ford Model T is back with all the parts from the original 1962 issue. We’ve retooled the missing parts to restore the kit, including the wild chopped coupe body and windows, disc wheel covers, tuck ‘n’ roll custom roadster interior and many more. Kit includes the original 1960s decals plus bonus sticker and mini box.

76’ Chevy® Caprice™ with Trailer

Only MPC® would think of making a car kit that also hauls a car trailer. The 1976 Chevrolet Caprice™ is a big car with a big bonus. Back by popular demand, this value-added 1/25 scale kit is a favorite of modelers with its included tilting car trailer! Unmistakable 70’s styling with many colorful decal options.
Diamond Reo & Fruehauf Texaco® Plated Tanker

Build your own retro petroleum haulin’ rig with AMT’s Diamond Reo Tractor and the Fruehauf plated tanker trailer! Both kits feature outstanding detail and enough parts to challenge even the most experienced modeler. The Diamond Reo includes over 250 parts and an expanded vintage decal sheet featuring optional hood markings, improved plates and permits plus multiple door logos. The tanker features a beautiful gleaming all chrome tank and a comprehensive decal sheet with Texaco markings including door logos for a matching tractor. Whether built alone or as a team, these kits look superb when completed and displayed!
F/A-18 Hornet Fighter Jet

AMT returns to the military and aircraft kit genre with the F/A-18 Hornet Jet. The first of several famous fighters, this kit features two all new optional decal marking sets: the 2010 Death Rattlers VFMA-323 Marine Squadron Commander or a special U.S. Naval Aviation 100th Anniversary graphical scheme inspired by the fighters from the carrier U.S.S. Randolph in 1945.

World War II Military Jeep

You can build this Jeep three ways: stock command Jeep, armed with 105 recoilless rifle or .50 cal machine gun! Detailed parts include: straight six engine, shells, heavy cleated vinyl tires, detailed chassis and undercarriage, .50 cal machine gun, 105 recoilless rifle, radio, and gas tank. Authentic military and medic markings are also included. The kit comes molded in white & clear with water-release decals and bonus parts for surrey top version!

Accessories

Modelers asked and that Katz at AMT listened! These retro-styled parts packs feature some of the most desirable retooled and vintage tires consumers want for their projects. Each tire has pad-printed graphics which are factory applied, so no painstaking paint detailing is required. Whether they’ve got narrow or wide whitewalls, sidewall brand lettering or other special markings, it’s all perfectly applied in scale, adding the ultimate in fine detail to any modeling project. Just add your favorite wheels and GO!

1:25 Scale Slot Cars

For 2013, AMT’s new Slot Stars releases will feature improved metal parts for easier assembly and greatly improved durability. New wheels, axle spacers and crown gear all machined from aluminum are included with set screws for accurate positioning. Bodies are now molded in color, offering the option to build without the need to paint. Combined with the existing high-torque motor, metal chassis and authentic plastic parts, Slot Stars are positioned to offer the best price/performance available today in larger scale slot car kits!
**ROCKETS**

- **Alpha I Destroyer Rocket** (Intergalactic Battle Cruiser)  
  MPCRKT001/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  20 in. Long · Glue Kit

- **RARO-I Explorer Rocket** (Rock & Roll Over Deep Space Probe)  
  MPCRKT002/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  28 in. Long · Glue Kit

- **LGSC-I Rocket** (Love Gun Star Cruiser)  
  MPCRKT003/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  13 in. Long · Glue Kit

- **Klingon® Bird-of-Prey Rocket**  
  MPCRKT005/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  20 in. Long · Glue Kit

- **U.S.S Enterprise®** NCC-1701 Rocket  
  MPCRKT004/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  28 in. Long · Glue Kit

- **U.S.S Reliant Rocket**  
  MPCRKT006/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  13 in. Long · Glue Kit

**ELECTRIC SLOT CAR SETS**

- **Black Beauty™** Slot Car  
  1966 Batmobile™ Slot Car

To the Batmobile! The most iconic car from TV, the 1966 Batmobile, is now available as a 1:32 scale slot car. Gotham City beware!

- **Black Beauty™** is the gadget-laden star from the “The Green Hornet” television show of the late 60’s.

- **Black Beauty™**  
  POL884/12 · 1:32 Scale

- **66' Batmobile™**  
  POL883/12 · 1:32 Scale

- **Black Beauty™**  
  POL884/12 · 1:32 Scale

- **1966 Batmobile™**  
  POL883/12 · 1:32 Scale

- **Black Beauty™**  
  POL884/12 · 1:32 Scale

- **66' Batmobile™**  
  POL883/12 · 1:32 Scale

**ROCKETS**

- **Alpha I Destroyer Rocket** (Intergalactic Battle Cruiser)  
  MPCRKT001/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  20 in. Long · Glue Kit

- **RARO-I Explorer Rocket** (Rock & Roll Over Deep Space Probe)  
  MPCRKT002/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  28 in. Long · Glue Kit

- **LGSC-I Rocket** (Love Gun Star Cruiser)  
  MPCRKT003/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  13 in. Long · Glue Kit

- **Klingon® Bird-of-Prey Rocket**  
  MPCRKT005/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  20 in. Long · Glue Kit

- **U.S.S Enterprise®** NCC-1701 Rocket  
  MPCRKT004/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  28 in. Long · Glue Kit

- **U.S.S Reliant Rocket**  
  MPCRKT006/12 · Ages 10 & Up  
  13 in. Long · Glue Kit

**ELECTRIC SLOT CAR SETS**

- **Black Beauty™** Slot Car  
  1966 Batmobile™ Slot Car

To the Batmobile! The most iconic car from TV, the 1966 Batmobile, is now available as a 1:32 scale slot car. Gotham City beware!

- **Black Beauty™** is the gadget-laden star from the “The Green Hornet” television show of the late 60’s.

- **Black Beauty™**  
  POL884/12 · 1:32 Scale

- **66' Batmobile™**  
  POL883/12 · 1:32 Scale

- **Black Beauty™**  
  POL884/12 · 1:32 Scale

- **1966 Batmobile™**  
  POL883/12 · 1:32 Scale

- **Black Beauty™**  
  POL884/12 · 1:32 Scale

- **66' Batmobile™**  
  POL883/12 · 1:32 Scale
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